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Abstract
Autonomous driving technology pledges safety, convenience, and energy efficiency. Challenges include the unknown intentions of
other road users: communication between vehicles and with the road infrastructure is a possible approach to enhance awareness and
enable cooperation. Connected and automated vehicles (CAVs) have the potential to disrupt mobility, extending what is possible
with driving automation and connectivity alone. Applications include real-time control and planning with increased awareness,
routing with micro-scale traffic information, coordinated platooning using traffic signals information, eco-mobility on demand
with guaranteed parking. This paper introduces a control and planning architecture for CAVs, and surveys the state of the art on
each functional block therein; the main focus is on techniques to improve energy efficiency. We provide an overview of existing
algorithms and their mutual interactions, we present promising optimization-based approaches to CAVs control and identify future
challenges.
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1. Introduction
Autonomous driving has been the object of great research ef-
forts in the last decades. Human errors are a prominent cause
of road accidents and fatalities. Road congestion causes in-
efficiency in daily commutes and other aspects of road trans-
portation. A transportation system that is less reliant on human
drivers allows all the passengers to better use their traveling
time and is associated with fewer road accidents.
While the idea has been around for almost a century, it was in
the 1980s that the technological advances in sensing and com-
puting made it realistic. Much of the early research on auto-
mated driving was in the field of automated highway systems.
The California PATH program, started in 1986, demonstrated
automated driving on four vehicles on the I-15 in San Diego
in 1994 [1, 2]. Other early successes were the PROMETHEUS
project [3, 4] and the CMU NAVLAB [5], that demonstrated the
capability of driving for hundreds of miles with minimal human
intervention. More recently, various research groups have com-
mitted to demonstrations of autonomous driving in a variety of
scenarios, including the DARPA Grand Challenge in 2004 [6],
the DARPA Urban Challenge in 2007 [7], the Intelligent Vehi-
cle Future Challenge [8], the Hyundai Autonomous Challenge
in 2010 [9], the VisLab Intercontinental Autonomous Challenge
in 2010 [10], the Public Road Urban Driverless Car Test in 2013
[11], and the autonomous drive Bertha-Benz historic route [12].
With a substantial body of knowledge and continuous
improvements in perception technologies and computational
power, autonomous driving features are being slowly intro-
duced in everyday life. While all major brands have introduced
advanced driving assistance systems, such as adaptive cruise
control and automatic emergency braking, massive research ef-
forts are being put into self-driving cars. The list of players in-
cludes manufacturers like Tesla [13], Ford [14], and GM [15],
suppliers like Bosch [16] and Delphi [17], and tech corpora-
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tions like Google [18] and Uber [19]. The SAE standard J3016
[20] has classified six levels of driving automation.
Vehicle connectivity has also been maturing in the past
decades. Connectivity enables many convenience features and
services, including emergency calls, toll payment, and infotain-
ment. Connectivity has also emerged as a technology to im-
prove safety, performance, and enable vehicle cooperation: in
the aforementioned California PATH program [1, 2], the con-
cept of platoon (a group of vehicles traveling at small spacing)
was demonstrated as a way to increase the throughput of au-
tomated highways. Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication
had to purpose of coordinating multi-vehicle maneuvers, and -
once a formation was established - to exchange vehicle states,
enabling short headway time between vehicles. Other demon-
strations of cooperative driving took place in the Demo 2000
program in Japan in 2000 [21], in the Grand Cooperative Driv-
ing Challenge in 2011 and 2016 in the Netherlands [22, 23], the
SARTRE program [24], and the Energy-ITS program started in
2008 in Japan [25].
Internet connectivity is now present in several vehicles, and
the Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) technol-
ogy has been adopted for V2V and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) applications by manufacturers like Cadillac [26] and
Audi [27], and transposed by the SAE in the J2735 standard
[28]. Developments in 5G technologies might also support V2I
and even V2V communication in the future.
Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs) have the poten-
tial to extend what is possible with driving automation and ve-
hicle connectivity alone. Connectivity has the potential to dra-
matically improve environment awareness, and thus safety, of
autonomous vehicles, in spite of limitations of perception sys-
tems. Automation can make full use of connectivity, especially
fast V2V communication (10 Hz or more). CAVs enable a vari-
ety of applications in intelligent transportation systems, includ-
ing traffic control, cooperative driving, improved safety, and en-
ergy efficient driving [29], although the latter may be partially
harmed by the increased sensing, computing and communica-
tion equipment of CAVs [30].
This survey is focused on a control and planning architecture
for CAVs, and particularly on approaches for the improvement
of energy efficiency. We review the state of the art for the most
relevant functional blocks of this architecture, including real-
time controls, real-time motion planning, eco-driving, multi-
vehicle coordination, and routing. To limit the scope of this
survey, we focus on vehicle controls rather than traffic control,
although, in some multi-vehicle applications, the difference is
blurred. For the same reason, we dismiss the aspects of per-
ception and environment prediction, both crucial parts of any
autonomous driving control architecture.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we describe the main components of a typical CAV sys-
tem. In Section 3 we describe the control and planning archi-
tecture that is the scope of the paper. In Section 4 we survey the
state of the art for real-time control and planning algorithms,
that are generally implemented on-board. In Section 5 we sur-
vey the literature on longer-term planning and routing algo-
rithms, that are generally implemented remotely. Some con-
cluding remarks end the paper.
2. System Components
As shown in Figure 1, the successful deployment of CAVs
in an intelligent transportation system depends both on the on-
board instrumentation and on the surrounding environment, i.e.
the road infrastructure (including signalized intersections, ramp
meters, road signs) and the other road users (including other
CAVs, non-cooperative vehicles, cyclists, pedestrians). In this
section, we give a brief overview of CAVs and the agents they
usually interact with. While not strictly focused on algorithmic
aspects, this short digression helps to evaluate the significance
and technical soundness of the algorithms discussed later.
2.1. Connected and Automated Vehicle
We define as Connected and Automated Vehicle (CAV) a ve-
hicle that is capable of automated driving and connectivity with
other vehicles or road users, the road infrastructure, and the
cloud. Thus, CAVs are distinguished by driving automation and
connectivity; powertrain control is not a peculiarity of CAVs,
but it is important for applications oriented to energy efficiency
improvement.
Vehicles Automation
Autonomous driving includes the control of vehicle motion
in both the longitudinal and lateral direction. This in turn re-
quires an interface to the powertrain and the steering system.
GPS can provide positioning with an accuracy that varies
from meters to centimeters, depending on the specific tech-
nology and the environmental conditions. GPS and prior road
maps enable navigation and localization of the vehicle with re-
spect to static elements. To enable driving in dynamic environ-
ments, autonomous driving systems include an array of sensors
for environment perception, including lidar, radar, cameras, and
ultrasonic sensors. A high resolution perception system, com-
bined with high resolution environment maps, can also provide
centimeter-level localization; this is appealing e.g. in urban ar-
eas, where GPS accuracy is low.
Vehicles Connectivity
Communication and connectivity are enabling technologies
for intelligent transportation systems. Perception makes self-
driving vehicles aware of their surroundings, similar to senses
for human drivers. Multi-vehicle cooperation, awareness of ob-
stacles outside the line of sight, and forecasts require communi-
cation. Today’s core technologies are DSRC and cellular com-
munication (4G and 5G).
DSRC is a wireless communication technology, mostly con-
ceived for active safety. The US Department of Transportation
[31], the SAE [28], ETSI [32], and several private companies
[33, 34, 35, 36, 26, 27] have used DSRC to develop standards
and products. Applications include safety warnings (forward
collisions, blind spots, emergency vehicles, road works), inter-
section assistance and safety, traffic conditions, payment of tolls
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Figure 1: Cartoon depicting a variety of intelligent transportation system on highway, arterial and urban roads enabled by connected and automated vehicles (CAVs).
Each number refers to a CAV application discussed next. Communication with other vehicles enables (1) augmented awareness, (2) platooning, and (3) cooperative
maneuvers. Communication with the infrastructure enables (4) enhanced approach and departure to signalized intersections. Cloud connectivity enables access to
databases, forecasts, and remote computations. On-board perception, localization and maps are fundamental to navigate in known and unknown environments, that
can include non-connected vehicles, cyclists, pedestrians. In (5) roadway sensors generate signal phase and timing (SPaT) and vehicle occupancy and speed (VOS)
data, that can be stored in the cloud. Other applications include coordination of grid charging, parking, road works (6). (Created on https://icograms.com).
and parking. The DSRC technology may also be used to im-
prove GPS accuracy [37] and for geo-fencing.
Internet connectivity via cellular communication enables ac-
cess to cloud-based data and services. Due to its low latency,
5G may also compete with DSRC for V2V and V2I communi-
cations.
Advantages of the DSRC technology include security, low la-
tency, interoperability, and resilience to extreme weather condi-
tions; on the flip side, it requires dedicated hardware. 5G offers
both access to multimedia and cloud services (that are highly
valued by customers), and cooperation with other vehicles and
infrastructure. The solution in the future may be a combination
of both technologies [38].
Vehicle Powertrains
By controlling vehicle motion with increased awareness,
CAVs can inherently improve energy usage. Additionally, pow-
ertrain control systems can benefit from the forecasts that maps,
perception, and communication make available.
The majority of today’s powertrains are based on internal
combustion engines; more advanced powertrains (sometimes
called micro- and mild-hybrids) can include start/stop systems,
engine coasting systems, and some energy regeneration [39].
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) have high voltage, medium
capacity battery packs, an electric motor, and an internal com-
bustion engine, allowing pure electric driving, pure thermal
driving, and hybrid driving. In plug-in HEVs, the battery can be
recharged from the grid and the battery pack is typically larger
than in HEVs, allowing to drive on electricity for significant
distances.
The appeal of purely electric vehicles is due to the absence
of local emissions, low price of electric energy, good dynamic
performance and low noise.
In any powertrain, auxiliary loads (e.g. air conditioning,
lights, infotainment) can significantly affect the overall en-
ergy consumption. For systems that are not safety-critical, the
level of performance may be temporarily decreased to limit the
power consumption.
2.2. Infrastructure
The roads on which CAVs are operated include complex sys-
tems for traffic monitoring and control. Static and dynamic
maps, databases, and remote computations can be accessed by
CAVs through the cloud.
Highway infrastructure
Modern highways are instrumented with systems for vehi-
cle detection, to monitor and potentially control the traffic flow.
A variety of detection technologies are employed, including
in-roadway sensors (loop detectors, magnetic detectors, mag-
netometers) and over-roadway sensors (cameras, radars, ultra-
sonic, infrared, and acoustic sensors) [40]. The uses of sensors
in highways include data collection (vehicle occupancy, speed,
type) for monitoring and planning of road use [41], and active
traffic control via ramp metering.
Urban infrastructure
A typical instrumented intersection (see e.g. [42]) features
in-roadway sensors, like loop detectors or magnetic sensors,
that detect the presence of vehicles at a stop bar. Additional
sensors at advance locations and in departure lanes can also be
used to estimate the vehicles speed and turn movements [43].
The signal phase and timing (referred to as SPaT and describing
the current light color and the remaining until the next change
of color) can be retrieved directly from the controller, or indi-
rectly via image analysis.
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The uses of these data include the analysis of intersections
performance, tuning of controllers, feedback to adaptive con-
trollers, and broadcasting to vehicles for coordination and traf-
fic flow improvement [44]. Controllers can implement a fixed
cycle, change green times depending on immediate traffic con-
ditions, or implement more advanced control strategies adapt-
ing to congestion level; pedestrians can be part of the cycle
or make requests with buttons. Metrics for intersection per-
formance include volume-to-capacity ratios, fraction of arrivals
in green, red-light violations, queue delays [45, 46]. These data
may be stored locally and collected by operators, or stored re-
motely on the cloud.
Intersections can be instrumented to broadcast messages to
nearby vehicles using DSRC. The SAE standard J2735 [28] in-
cludes messages for signal phase and timing and intersection
geometry. Notice that the timing part is deterministic only if
the controller has a fixed cycle; otherwise, the timing is inher-
ently uncertain, because of the stochastic nature of traffic.
Beyond intersections and traffic signals, urban infrastructure
includes fuel stations, charging stations, and parking infrastruc-
ture. A connected charging and parking infrastructure enables
better routing of vehicles, and more effective pricing schemes.
Vehicle charging has a significant effect on grid balancing and
smart grids [47, 48, 49]. Automated parking systems enable
better exploitation of urban surfaces.
Cloud infrastructure
Cloud services supply to CAVs static and dynamic road
maps, historical databases, and remote computational power.
Access to the cloud is enabled by cellular connections.
Modern road and traffic map services (see e.g. [50, 51, 52])
provide information that goes beyond the maps for navigation,
including:
• static information, such as road grade, road curvature, lo-
cation of intersections, lane maps, speed limits, location of
fuel and charging stations, intersection average delays;
• dynamic information, such as traffic speed, availability and
price of fuel and charging stations, intersection delays,
traffic congestion, road works, weather conditions.
Historical data can be relevant for planning problems, like
vehicle routing and reference velocity generation. Examples in-
clude traffic congestion on highways [41], and signal phase and
timing data [53, 54]; in both cases, historical data give deeper
insight on traffic patterns, that is generally not found in maps.
CAVs can perform computations remotely, using cloud ser-
vices and partially alleviating the on-board computational re-
quirements. Computations moved to the cloud may include
(dynamic) routing and long-term trajectory optimization.
2.3. Other road users
Other Connected and Automated Vehicles
Multi-vehicle cooperation happens among two or more
CAVs. The aforementioned SAE J2735 standard [28] is mostly
oriented to awareness and safety applications. Advanced ve-
hicle cooperation, including multi-vehicle formations, require
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Figure 2: Architecture for Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs) deploy-
ment.
more complex protocols [55], for which a standard has not yet
been established. An appealing niche for cooperative vehicles
is freight transportation; heavy duty vehicles capable of auto-
mated driving and V2V communication can form platoons and
drive at small inter-vehicular distance, thereby reducing their
air drag resistance and fuel consumption (see e.g. [56]).
Non-cooperative vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians
When interacting with non-cooperative road users, CAVs do
not differ substantially from other self-driving vehicles. In
this case, awareness of the surroundings relies on the percep-
tion system. This includes non-cooperative vehicles, cyclists,
pedestrians, and any other road user. Recent research and tech-
nologies are oriented to some level of cooperation with cyclists
and pedestrians, enabling safety communications between ve-
hicle and smartphones [33, 57].
3. Connected and Automated Vehicle Control Architecture
Figure 2 shows a control architecture for Connected and Au-
tomated Vehicles (CAVs) focused on safe and energy efficient
operation. The architecture includes on-board and remote func-
tional blocks.
3.1. Real-time control and planning
The functional blocks that reside on-board are safety-critical,
and need to be executed in real-time. The real-time layer inter-
faces to the vehicle actuators, collects measurements from on-
board sensors, and performs all the real-time computations that
make a CAV reliable and robust to unpredicted events. These
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computations include the control and planning algorithms that
are shortly described next, and detailed in Section 4.
Powertrain control
Powertrain control depends on the powertrain type and may
include engine control, electric motor control, gear shifting
control. Powertrain controls satisfy in real-time the power re-
quired to move the vehicle, and affect the so-called “tank-to-
wheel” energy conversion [39, 58]. Reactive controls select
the powertrain operating points based on the current power de-
mand. Energy efficiency can be improved when forecasts are
available, both for the short-term (speed and torque profiles
from longitudinal control) and long-term (from the cloud layer).
Motion control
The motion control block regulates the longitudinal and lat-
eral motion of the vehicle, and is interfaced to the powertrain
controls and the steering system. The desired vehicle motion
is generally specified at a higher hierarchical control level, and
the motion control ensures that the reference behavior is exe-
cuted in closed loop. Motion control affects safety and the so-
called “wheel-to-distance” energy conversion [39, 58]. When
forecasts of traffic, signals, and trajectories of other vehicles
are available, safety and performance can be significantly im-
proved.
Motion planning
The real-time planning block includes maneuver planning
(e.g. decision to stay in a lane or change), path planning, and
trajectory planning. These blocks also depend on the driving
context, and their boundaries are quite blurred [59].
3.2. Remote planning and routing
The remote layer in Figure 2 enables access to external data
sources, and performs longer term computations, that mostly
affect performance and are not real-time critical. These com-
putations include the planning and routing algorithms that are
shortly described next, and discussed into details in Section 5,
following a bottom-up order.
Battery charge planning
If the CAV is an electric, hybrid, or plug-in hybrid electric ve-
hicle, a long-term planning of the battery charge trajectory can
prevent suboptimal utilization of the energy stored on-board. In
an electric vehicle, this algorithm can simply predict the driv-
ing range using route information; if the range allowed by the
current battery charge is exceeded, the algorithm may alert the
user, request to re-plan the route, or plan a stop in a charging
station. In hybrid and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, an inter-
nal combustion engine is available; the route information can be
used to optimize the allocation of fuel power and battery power
along the trip.
Eco-driving and coordination
The eco-driving and coordination block takes route informa-
tion and computes a reference velocity trajectory for the on-
board algorithms. The value of this block is in the use of long-
term forecasts (like road grade and traffic congestion) and in the
accounting for constraints like trip time and maximum velocity.
Some constraints depend on the driving context: for instance,
passing a signalized intersection during a green phase; histori-
cal data may help to improve performance.
In these driving scenarios, the ego-CAV can cooperate with
other CAVs. An example of multi-vehicle coordination is pla-
tooning, in which a group of vehicles travel on a certain road
segment at reduced distance gaps [2, 60]. The objective can be
to maximize the usage of road surface (and hence throughput)
or to reduce the aerodynamic drag. In the multi-vehicle case,
the eco-driving block uses the same information, but the prob-
lem is generally more complex.
Eco-routing
The eco-routing block determines the most energy-efficient
route, given user requirements and road maps (e.g. road grade,
traffic speed, intersection delays, fuel or charging stations).
This block outputs the optimal route, i.e. a set of waypoints
along with the intersection locations, speed limits, road grade.
3.3. What is not covered in this survey
The real-time planning and control blocks require feedback
from the vehicle, its position and velocity relative to the sur-
rounding environment, and predictions of moving obstacles
[61]. A CAV may be equipped with a GPS unit for localiza-
tion, cameras, radars and lidars for perception, and a DSRC
unit for V2V and V2I communication. These data are processed
and fused to estimate the position and velocity of the CAV and
the surrounding objects, both static and moving. To cope with
agents like pedestrians, cyclists and non-connected vehicles, an
algorithm predicts the future trajectories of moving obstacles.
Perception, localization, and environment prediction are ex-
tremely important for self-driving vehicles and CAVs. The in-
terest of the academic and industrial research communities on
these topics is very high, and has produced a vast literature.
To limit the scope of this survey, we only focus on the real-
time control and planning layer and on the remote planning and
routing layer.
3.4. How to read this survey
In the next two sections, we will analyze the functional
blocks in the real-time control and planning layer (in Section 4)
and the remote planning and routing layer (in Section 5), fol-
lowing a bottom-up approach. The actual inputs and outputs
of each block will be more precisely specified, improving the
understanding of the overall architecture. For each block, our
main goal is to survey the existing literature. To limit the scope
of this survey, we mostly focus on optimization-based methods
and energy efficiency, and we point to more focused surveys on
specific topics. Contextually, we highlight the challenges and
opportunities enabled by CAVs. Opportunities are often related
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Vehicle type Fuel Electric (Plug-in)
powered Hybrid
Gear shifting X X X
Engine on/off X X
Energy management X
Table 1: The powertrain control problems surveyed in this paper, and their
applicability to the most common powertrains.
to automated and cooperative driving, improved environment
forecasts, and connectivity for data and remote computations.
Driver safety, performance improvement, and real-time opera-
tion are identified as the main technical challenges; real-time
operation includes the coordination between on-board and re-
mote layers. Where pertinent, we illustrate selected approaches
with more detailed examples.
4. On-board real-time control and planning
In this section, we review the existing literature for each of
the three functional blocks in the real-time control and plan-
ning layer of Figure 2: powertrain control, motion control, mo-
tion planning. Performance metrics include vehicle energy con-
sumption, passenger comfort, and - at a broader level - road
throughput. The main safety requirement is to avoid collisions
with other road users. This separation in blocks gives struc-
ture and facilitates the review; nonetheless, the boundaries are
sometimes blurred. Several of the works that we discuss inte-
grate, at least partially, two or more of these blocks.
4.1. Powertrain control
Powertrain control has a broad meaning and includes many
components and subproblems, such as transmissions, internal
combustion engines, electric motors, starters and generators. At
large, powertrain controls address power generation for vehicle
motion and auxiliary loads. The literature on the topic is ex-
tremely vast; in this section, we focus on three powertrain con-
trol problems in which connectivity and driving automation are
or can be leveraged.
Literature review
Different powertrain architectures allow more or less flexi-
bility in the realization of the power demand for vehicle motion
and auxiliary loads. In this paper, we focus on fuel-powered ve-
hicles, electric vehicles, hybrid and plug-in hybrid vehicles (see
Figure 3). We survey gear-shifting control, engine on/off con-
trol, and energy management; Table 1 maps these three prob-
lems to the different powertrain configurations. Gear-shifting
and engine on/off are self explanatory. By energy (or power)
management in hybrid vehicles, we refer to the problem of al-
locating the power demand to the internal combustion engine
and the electric motor.
In the three problems listed above, the goal is to minimize a
cost function of the form
J =
∫ T
0
(
γ f P f (t) + γqPq(t)
)
dt, (1)
WTE
(a) Internal combustion engine vehicle.
WTM
B
(b) Electric vehicle.
WTMCE
B
(c) Pre-transmission or single-shaft parallel hybrid electric vehicle.
Figure 3: Common powertrain topologies. Thin lines: electrical connections.
Thick lines: mechanical connections. W: longitudinal dynamics. T: transmis-
sion. E: internal combustion engine. M: electric motor. B: high-voltage battery.
C: clutch. Further powertrain topologies, including series and combined hy-
brids, are presented in [39].
where T is the duration of the driving schedule, P f is the power
extracted from the fuel, Pq is the battery internal power, γ f and
γq are their weights. It is easy to determine the optimal policy
for a fixed profile of the power demand; for instance, the opti-
mal gear shifting policy during a standard driving cycle may be
computed by dynamic programming. In real-time operation the
power demand is not known in advance, but the optimal pol-
icy can be approached by combining Model Predictive Control
(MPC) with accurate forecasts (e.g. of the power demand). We
now review some approaches that have been proposed in the
literature.
Gear shifting. Gear shifting control is available in automated
transmissions, and impacts the way the upstream powertrain
components are operated: in vehicles with manual transmis-
sion, it is commonly advised to “up-shift soon”, which trans-
lates into operating the engine at low speed and high torque,
where efficiency is usually higher. We also know that this is
possible only to some extent, because drivability (i.e. the re-
sponsiveness of the vehicle to our inputs) is adversely affected.
Production gear shifting controllers are generally rule-based;
extensive testing and tuning can deliver good fuel economy and
drivability [39].
If the future wheel speed and torque can be predicted reliably,
gear shifting control can be formalized as an optimal control
problem and solved by various techniques. Since most trans-
missions only feature a finite number of gears, the system dy-
namics are discrete. In [62, 63, 64], the gear shifting problem is
solved jointly with the energy management problem, combin-
ing dynamic programming with Pontryagin’s minimum princi-
ple in [62], and with convex optimization in [63]. In [64], also
engine on/off is included; the resulting mixed integer non-linear
program is treated as a distributed optimization problem, and
reformulated as a two-layer MPC problem. [65] uses the min-
imum principle and dynamic programming to jointly solve the
gear shifting problem and the longitudinal control problem, for
an fuel-powered vehicle.
A simplified problem can be obtained assuming that the
transmission gear ratio domain is continuous; in practice, this
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is only true when the vehicle is equipped with a continuously
variable transmission. Even when this is not true, one can get
a suboptimal solution by rounding the optimal gear ratio to the
nearest available value [66].
Engine on/off. Engine control includes a vast family of chal-
lenging problems, such as knock control, air/fuel ratio control,
thermal control (see e.g. [67] on the topic). Engine on/off con-
trol determines whether to idle or shut fuel injection off. A
trivial approach to the problem is to cut injection as soon as the
power request is non-positive (in human-driven vehicles, when
the gas pedal is released); this causes a sudden reduction of
torque and, ultimately, vibrations and discomfort. From a fuel
economy perspective, restarting the engine has a cost, that is
generally lower than the cost of a cold start, but may be higher
than the cost of idling for a short time. Still, in favorable con-
ditions and with a sufficiently long preview of the upcoming
driving profile, fuel savings between 5 and 10 % were reported
[68, 69].
The engine on/off control problem is studied in [70] for a
conventional powertrain, using a hybrid systems formulation;
control design considers a relaxation to the continuous domain,
and maps the solution back into the hybrid domain. The same
problem is studied in [71, 72] for a belted starter alternator in a
hybrid electric vehicle, with the main focus being on vibration
and noise reduction. A similar setup has been considered in
several other works, where the engine on/off and energy man-
agement problems are solved jointly [73, 63, 74]; in this case,
the engine mode is often determined by dynamic programming.
Energy management. By energy management we refer to the
problem of allocating, in hybrid vehicles, the power demand
to the internal combustion engine and the electric motor. This
problem has been extensively studied in the literature: we re-
fer the interested reader to [75, 76, 77] for extensive literature
reviews and to [78, 79] for systematic comparisons between ex-
isting approaches.
In an optimal control formulation, the limited energy stor-
age capability of batteries can be translated into a terminal state
constraint, see e.g. [80, 81]. In hybrid electric vehicles, the
battery cannot be recharged from the grid, therefore the termi-
nal battery charge is often constrained to its initial or nomi-
nal value. If the driving schedule is known in advance, this
problem is easily solved by dynamic programming [82, 83].
The so-called Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy
(ECMS) can be derived from Pontryagin’s minimum principle
and the observation that (under certain modeling assumptions)
the adjoint state λ (roughly speaking, the Lagrange multiplier
associated to the terminal battery charge constraint) is constant
for a fixed driving cycle; the optimal trajectory is found by it-
eratively determining the optimal λ. The reader is referred to
[84, 85, 86, 87] for details on the model assumptions, guaran-
tees of optimality, implementation details, and performance in
case the assumptions are violated.
In plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, the battery charge fully
utilized, hence the trade off between fuel and electricity con-
sumption leads to an interesting optimization problem [88].
ECMS approaches for plug-in hybrids are summarized in [89].
A key aspect is the discharge rate of the battery; ideally, the bat-
tery is gradually discharged and reaches the minimum charge
only at the end of the trip. This requires route information and
long-term planning, and is discussed in Section 5.1
Some real-time approaches borrow the ECMS formulation;
if the driving schedule is not known in advance, various up-
date laws for λ have been proposed, based on historical data
and forecasts [90, 91]. The generation of the reference state
of charge, discussed in Section 5.1, plays an important role
in this regard. Approaches that systematically address the in-
formation gap in real-time are mostly based on robust control
[78, 92], stochastic dynamic programming, and MPC. Stochas-
tic dynamic programming is used e.g. in [93] to minimize the
discounted infinite-horizon cost, and in [94, 95] in a shortest
path formulation. A stochastic optimal control framework is
developed in [96, 97] to determine the policy minimizing the
long-run expected average cost. All formulations yield a causal,
time-invariant, state-feedback controller that can be fairly eas-
ily implemented.
MPC provides a systematic framework to include forecasts
and handle constraints in real-time. The authors of [98, 99]
discuss a nonlinear MPC approach, in which an approximation
of the cost-to-go is derived using the relationship between dy-
namic programming and Pontryagin’s minimum principle. A
similar approach is proposed in [100], where a preview of fu-
ture velocity is exploited. [101] is focused on the velocity pre-
diction for MPC-based energy management. [102] proposes a
stochastic MPC approach, modeling the power demand from
the driver as a Markov chain and training it using standard driv-
ing cycles and historical driving data. [103, 104] extend this
approach showing how the driver model can be learned online.
Although often disregarded in the scientific literature, auxil-
iary devices like air conditioning and lights can have a major
effect on energy consumption; to some extent, they can also be
controlled. For example, the air conditioning may be adjusted
to preserve the electric driving range [105].
Instead of minimizing only energy consumption, several au-
thors have addressed also different optimization goals, such as
pointwise powertrain efficiency [106], drivability [107], pollu-
tant emissions [63, 108], battery aging [109, 110, 111], driving
cost [112, 113, 114, 115]. The MPC approach in [116], in-
stead, combines longitudinal control and energy management,
exploiting forecasts of traffic signals and road slope.
Challenges and opportunities for CAVs
Gear shifting control, engine on/off control, and energy man-
agement are generally aimed at minimizing the cost function in
equation (1), and can benefit from forecasts of the vehicle speed
and of the torque or power demand. These algorithms can nat-
urally be integrated, to better manage the powertrain and the
associated uncertainty [64]. In CAVs this opportunity can be
combined with more reliable forecasts. In facts, the future pro-
files of vehicle velocity, wheel torque and power demand can
be (to some extent) predicted, because of
• driving automation and the removal (or substantial reduc-
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tion) of unpredictable human factors;
• the awareness of the surrounding environment due to per-
ception sensors and communication with other vehicles
and infrastructure.
In gear-shifting and engine on/off control, this opportunity
mostly relates to the avoidance of energy-wasteful events: ev-
ery switching and shifting has a cost, and switching decisions
are intrinsically reliant on forecasts or assumptions on the fu-
ture. In energy management, we have documented how recent
research has focused on filling the information gap on the future
demand. Both short-term forecasts (as the ones just discussed)
and long-term forecasts (which are handled as described in Sec-
tion 5.1) carry valuable information in this sense.
Example: MPC approach for a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
In a plug-in electric vehicle, powertrain control includes gear
shifting, engine on/off, and energy management. We formulate
it as the following finite-horizon optimal control problem in the
time domain.
minimize
u0|t ,u1|t ,...,uN−1|t
N−1∑
k=0
g(xk|t, uk|t,wk|t) + l(xN |t)
subject to xk+1|t = f (xk|t, uk|t,wk|t),
0 = h(xk|t, uk|t,wk|t),
uk|t ∈ U(wk|t), xk|t ∈ X,
 k = 0, . . . ,N − 1,
x0|t = xt, xN |t ∈ XN .
(2)
Let
[
u∗0|t, u
∗
1|t, . . . , u
∗
N−1|t
]
be the solution at time t = t. The first
input u∗0|t is applied, and at the next time step t = t + Ts the
optimal control problem is solved using the new measurements
xt. The MPC control law is ut = u∗0|t.
We set the state vector to x = [Eq, ng, se]T , the input vector
to u = [Tm,Te, ug, ue]T , and the forecast vector to w = [v, Pa]T ,
where Eq is the energy stored in the battery, ng is the gear num-
ber, se is the engine on-off state, Tm is the motor torque, Te is
the engine torque, ug is the gear shifting command, ue is the
engine on/off command, v is the vehicle longitudinal speed, Pa
is the power consumption of electric auxiliaries.
We model the powertrain dynamics as in [74] and we apply
Euler discretization with step Ts, obtaining
f (x, u, v) =

Eq − TsAbRbQb
(
Eq −
√
E2q − 2RbQbAb PbEq
)
ng + ug
se + ue
 , (3)
where Ab and Bb fit the battery open circuit voltage, Rb is the
battery internal resistance, Qb is the battery capacity. The alge-
braic constraint h enforces the summation of Tm and Te at the
transmission input shaft, and the summation of motor power Pm
and auxiliary power Pa at the battery output,
h(x, u,w) =
[
Tt(v, ng) − Tm − seTe
Pb − Pm(v,Tm) − Pa
]
. (4)
The input transmission torque Tt is determined from a vehicle
longitudinal model and from the transmission gear ratio; here
we have implicitly assumed that Tt is a known nonlinear func-
tion of v and ng. The same can be said for the motor speed;
therefore, the motor power Pm is a known nonlinear function of
v and Tm. We wish to minimize the total powertrain energy
g(x, u,w) = γ f P f (ng, se,Te, v) + γqPq(ng,Tm, v),
where Pq = f (x, u)−Eq and P f is a nonlinear mapping from the
engine speed and torque to the fuel thermal power; the mapping
from v to the engine speed is implicitly embedded.
The input constraint set U(v) = U1(v) × U2(v) × U3 × U4
defines the actuator limits, where
U1(v) =
{
Tm : T m(v) ≤ Tm ≤ T m(v)
}
,
U2(v) =
{
Te : T e(v) ≤ Te ≤ T e(v)
}
,
U3 =
{
ug : ug ∈ {−1, 0,+1}
}
,
U4 = {ue : ue ∈ {−1, 0,+1}} .
T m,T m,T e,T e are nonlinear functions of the motor and engine
velocities, and their mapping to the vehicle speed v is implicitly
embedded. The state is confined to a safe operating region for
the state of charge (to avoid overcharge or overdischarge), and
to the discrete domains of the gear number and engine state,
X = X1 × X2 × X3, where
X1 =
{
Eq : Eq ≤ Eq ≤ Eq
}
,
X2 =
{
ng : ng ∈
{
1, 2, . . .Ng
}}
,
X3 = {se : se ∈ {0, 1}} .
The terminal battery charge must exceed a reference value,
XN =
{
Eq : E?q ≤ Eq
}
; in our architecture, E? is a position-
dependent reference that is computed remotely in the charge
planning block (described in Section 5.1). In closed loop, this
constraint affects the actual battery charge at the end of the trip,
which in turn affects the recharge time, i.e. the minimum wait
until the next trip. The terminal cost l is another knob that
can improve closed loop performance in the long term; if it
approximates the optimal cost-to-go sufficiently well, it helps
the MPC policy to approach the optimal infinite horizon pol-
icy [117]. In this application, affine approximations of the form
l = a + (Eq − E?q )b have been shown to give good results [99].
We refer to [62, 64] for numerical techniques to solve prob-
lem (2) and simulation analysis of the closed loop performance.
4.2. Motion control
Motion control ensures that the vehicle’s longitudinal and lat-
eral motion follows a reference trajectory or path. A simple
longitudinal control is cruise control, which tracks a constant
reference velocity specified by the driver. Next we review the
main control systems for longitudinal and lateral motion.
Literature review
We first organize the existing longitudinal control approaches
by their use of external information: predictive cruise control
(using a reference velocity computed remotely), adaptive cruise
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control (adjusting the reference velocity based on the percep-
tion data), urban cruise control (using communication with the
infrastructure), cooperative adaptive cruise control (using com-
munication between vehicles). We then move to lateral control.
Predictive cruise control. By predictive cruise control, we in-
dicate a cruise control tracking a reference velocity that is gen-
erated using preview information [118, 119]; information can
be static (like road grade and speed limits) or dynamic, but
slowly changing (like traffic speed). As such, the reference tra-
jectory generation is often cloud-aided (i.e. it exploits informa-
tion that is generally retrieved from the cloud) and can be cast
as an optimization problem. A closely related problem is eco-
driving, which is concerned with velocity trajectory optimiza-
tion for minimum energy consumption; this aspect is discussed
in Section 5.2. This reference trajectory is based on long-term
forecasts and cannot be implemented in open loop. The real-
time control simply tracks the reference signal, does not exploit
perception sensors or cooperation, and requires driver interven-
tion to ensure basic safety. Nonetheless, reference generation
for predictive cruise control can also be integrated with any of
the advanced cruise controls discussed next.
Adaptive cruise control (ACC). ACC is an enhanced cruise
control, which detects any preceding vehicle and adjusts speed
in order to avoid collisions [120, 121]. ACC design is oriented
to the enhancement of passenger safety and comfort, and to
broader impacts like improved road throughput and energy ef-
ficiency.
MPC has proven effective in simultaneously guaranteeing
ACC safety and performance. In MPC, safety in closed loop
is closely related to the problem of persistent feasibility [122],
which is related to the choice of the terminal cost and con-
straints; choosing the terminal set as a control invariant set can
ensure stability and persistent feasibility. Computing a control
invariant set is not trivial in the presence of nonlinear dynam-
ics and time-varying, non-convex state constraints. In ACC,
a conservative approximation is to assume that the preceding
vehicle can fully brake at any time; in practice, this can turn
out to be too conservative. Also notice that the preceding ve-
hicle forecast is uncertain; while certainty equivalence can be
adopted, robust and stochastic formulations may be more sys-
tematic. We refer to [123, 61] for a more detailed discussion
on this. An important role is also played by the inter-vehicular
spacing policy: most systems adopt a constant distance policy
or a constant heading time policy [121, 124, 125], as we dis-
cuss further in the next paragraph. While guaranteeing safety,
various performance objectives can be pursued, such as road
throughput [121], fuel economy [124, 126], and driver comfort
by mimicking her driving style [123].
In applications oriented to energy efficiency improvement, a
common approach is to pursue a small inter-vehicle gap; at high
speed, this can reduce the aerodynamic resistance. In open-road
experiments with a platoon of trucks, fuel reductions up to 7 %
have been registered [127]; for the case of compact vehicles,
a study with one-eighth-scale models showed considerable re-
duction of fuel consumption [128]. Combinations of ACC and
predictive cruise control are also often proposed. More pre-
cisely, a long-term reference velocity is computed based on
static and slowly changing information (as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.2); safety in closed loop is guaranteed tracking this refer-
ence with an ACC [118].
Urban cruise control. V2I communication can provide look
ahead information about traffic and signalized intersections in
the downstream road. The strategies to explore this informa-
tion are well addressed, especially in arterial scenarios where
the vehicle is driving in traffic through a series of traffic lights.
When the vehicle receives signal phase and timing information,
MPC strategies for ACC have shown substantial energy saving
[118, 129, 116]. Compared to a standard ACC, the signal in-
formation introduces additional position-dependent constraints,
to enforce that the downstream intersection is crossed during a
green phase. Generally, the MPC implemented on-board has a
limited prediction horizon, both because the V2I communica-
tion range is limited, and to reduce the computational burden.
As discussed in Section 5.2 it is possible to use statistical and
historical signal data to (remotely) compute a reference velocity
with a long horizon. This reference velocity can be tracked by
the on-board urban cruise control, which ensures safety using
the real-time perception and V2I data.
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC). CACC is an
enhancement of ACC enabled by communication. The per-
formance of ACC is limited by perception systems, that (even
in the absence of noise and delays) can only measure the rel-
ative distance and velocity. V2V communication enables the
exchange of vehicle acceleration (and potentially of its fore-
cast), which can be extremely valuable in dynamic driving sce-
narios. CACC can exploit this additional piece of informa-
tion to guarantee higher safety and smaller inter-vehicular dis-
tances [130, 131, 132, 133]. In addition to improved safety, this
can translate into lower energy consumption [134], higher road
throughput [130], and passenger comfort: in [135], passengers
using a CACC were found to be comfortable with inter-vehicle
time gaps between 1 s and 0.6 s, while with ACC the acceptable
time gap was between 2 s and 1 s. V2V and cooperative lon-
gitudinal control have applications in any driving scenario, but
most of the literature is focused on highway driving. Experi-
mental demonstrations are described in [1, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].
For control analysis and synthesis, the multi-vehicle forma-
tion can be regarded as a one-dimensional networked dynamic
system. Much research has been devoted to multi-agent consen-
sus schemes, regarding CACC as a distributed control problem;
here we just give an overview of the main challenges, and refer
to [136] for a recent and detailed survey on CACC. As pro-
posed in [137, 138, 136], analysis, design and synthesis can be
addressed by classifying the CAV platoon problem depending
on the choice of:
• Dynamics, i.e. the dynamics of each CAV.
• Information flow network, i.e. the topology and quality of
information flow, and the type of information exchanged.
Figure 4 depicts some typical communication topologies
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(a) Predecessor Following. (b) Bidirectional.
(c) Predecessor Following Leader. (d) Bidirectional Leader.
(e) Two Predecessor Following. (f) Two Predecessor Following Leader.
Figure 4: Information flow topologies in a four vehicle platoon. The red node
indicates the platoon leader. The nomenclature is taken from [136].
used in platooning. The information exchanged may just
be the current velocity and acceleration, or include fore-
casts thereof and information on lateral motion.
• Local controller design and its use of on-board informa-
tion.
• Formation geometry, i.e. vehicle ordering, cruising speed,
and inter-vehicle distance.
Notice that the dynamics and the distributed controller pertain
to the individual CAV, while the information flow network and
the formation geometry are properties of the platoon. The lat-
ter two can be decided a priori in a specific demonstration, but
require some form of standardization for operation on public
roads. A possibility is to coordinate remotely the information
flow network (based on the instrumentation and on the num-
ber of vehicle involved) and the formation geometry (based on
vehicle characteristics, origins and destinations). We further
discuss this point in Section 5.3.
To ensure safety in closed loop, each CAV must be stable
with sufficient robustness margins. In an MPC setting, safety
can be addressed as in ACC [139], although with reduced con-
servatism thanks to V2V communication. However, distur-
bances acting on the platoon leader may still be amplified in
the downstream vehicles; this phenomenon is known as string
instability [140, 141]. String stability is a property of the local
distributed controller, but it has been shown to depend on the
information flow network and the formation geometry [141]. A
crucial aspect is the inter-vehicle spacing policy, i.e. the choice
of a reference relative distance d? between two consecutive
CAVs [142, 143]. Most works in the literature adopt a simple
constant distance policy d? = d
?
or a constant time headway
policy
d? = t?h v + d
?
,
where t?h is the constant time headway from the preceding ve-
hicle, v is the current speed ego CAV, and d
?
is a constant min-
imum distance.
Looking at the overall system performance and broader im-
pact of platooning, the inter-vehicular spacing or heading time
is generally regarded as the main metric. A minimum gap max-
imizes the road throughput [134, 133, 144, 145] and can re-
duce the vehicle air drag [130, 146]. Recent studies on CACC
for energy efficiency have highlighted an inherent trade off be-
tween air drag reduction (via reduced inter vehicular distance)
and powertrain efficiency. More precisely, this trade off is likely
to be significant when the velocity profile is variable: maintain-
ing a small gap may require aggressive throttling and braking,
and may lead to suboptimal operation of the powertrain. In
[144], this problem is studied for heavy duty vehicles, when
the speed variability is due to road grade; the proposed solu-
tion includes a centralized high-level (cloud-based) generation
of a speed reference, and a decentralized vehicle-level track-
ing controller; similarly to [123], robust invariance is used to
ensure closed loop safety in the CACC. In [126, 145], the prob-
lem is approached for light duty CAVs, using forecasts of the
preceding vehicle’s velocity; different MPC formulations are
possible, depending on the availability of a powertrain model.
Other CACC approaches for energy efficiency were presented
in [147, 148, 149, 150].
CACC is fundamentally a tracking control problem with
forecast; as such it has been addressed with a variety of con-
trol techniques [136]. Linear consensus control and distributed
robust control techniques enable insightful theoretical analysis
and can provide guarantees of string stability [151, 152]; a pit-
fall is the limitation of the dynamics to the linear domain, and
the lack of guarantees in the presence of constraints. MPC can
incorporate nonlinear dynamics, input and state constraints, and
forecasts [153, 144, 154, 145]. A distributed MPC formulation,
suited for any information flow topology, has been presented in
[155].
Lateral vehicle control. Lateral control supervises the vehicle
motion in the lateral direction, actuating the steering angle or
torque. Generally, lateral controllers track a reference trajec-
tory or path from the motion planning block (described in Sec-
tion 4.3), ensuring safety and robustness to model uncertainty
and a fast changing environment.
MPC has been fruitfully employed for lateral control, due
to its ability to handle constraints and complex vehicle dynam-
ics; for example, a nonlinear bicycle model was used in [156].
[157] presents an MPC for integrated longitudinal and lateral
control using a linear time-varying model. The MPC-based
lateral control in [158] uses a linearized conservative lateral
dynamics model and a overreacting lateral dynamics model to
account for two extreme cases in lateral cornering. In [159],
a piece-wise affine model is used for trajectory stabilization in
the active steering system.
Some works are specifically focused on the lateral control
of CAVs. The lateral controllers in [160, 161] track the lateral
motion of the platoon leader. In [162], an MPC-based lateral
controller uses vehicular communication to enhance safety in
motion planning and control.
Lateral control design is deeply intertwined with motion
planning; in fact, both algorithms are often based on the same
models and measurements. Forecasts from communication af-
fect lateral motion also through the motion planning block, as
discussed in Section 4.3.
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Challenges and opportunities for CAVs
In the deployment of cooperative driving controls, known
challenges include the diversity of communication topologies
and protocols, communication delays, packet losses, and com-
plex dynamics. While progress has been made to systematically
analyze these complex and heterogeneous systems (at least in
the highway platooning case), a comprehensive framework is
still lacking at present.
Similarly, the trade off between safety and robustness re-
quirements (like string stability) and broader impacts (like en-
ergy consumption and road throughput) has been partially stud-
ied, but a comprehensive analysis has not emerged yet; for in-
stance, the value of forecasts in this trade off is not yet entirely
clear. In CACC, most often the preceding vehicle communi-
cates its current velocity and acceleration; however, V2V com-
munication allows extended forecasts that, although not per-
fect, may be helpful in reducing conservatism. The balance be-
tween communication bandwidth and closed loop performance
has not been thoroughly addressed.
Example: MPC for cooperative adaptive cruise control
A CAV can implement longitudinal control in virtually any
driving scenario, including highways, urban roads and rural
roads. We formulate the problem in the time domain, as a finite-
horizon optimal control problem of the following form.
minimize
u0|t ,u1|t ,...,uN−1|t
N−1∑
k=0
g(xk|t, uk|t,wk|t) + l(xN |t)
subject to xk+1|t = f (xk|t, uk|t,wk|t),
uk|t ∈ U, xk|t ∈ X,
 k = 0, . . . ,N − 1,
x0|t = xt, xN |t ∈ XN .
(5)
Let
[
u∗0|t, u
∗
1|t, . . . , u
∗
N−1|t
]
be the solution at time t = t. The first
input u∗0|t is applied, and at the next time step t = t + Ts the opti-
mal control problem (5) is solved using the new measurements
xt. The MPC control law is ut = u∗0|t.
We set the state vector as x = [d, v]T , the input vector as
u = [Fw, Fb]T and the forecast vector as w = v?p , where d is the
distance to the preceding vehicle, v is the vehicle speed, Fw is
the wheel force, Fb is the braking torque, v?p is the velocity of
the preceding vehicle. We model the longitudinal dynamics as
in [39] and apply Euler discretization with step Ts, obtaining
f (x, u) =
[
d + Ts
(
v? − v − L)
v + TsM
(
Fw − Fb − F f
)] ,
where M is the vehicle mass, L is the vehicle length, and
F f = Mg sinϑ − Mg(Cr + Cvv) − 12ρACxv
2,
g is the gravity constant, ϑ is the (position-dependent) road
slope, Cr is the rolling coefficient, Cv is the viscous friction
coefficient, ρ is the air density A is the front area, Cx is the air
drag coefficient. The stage cost g(x, u) is a trade off between the
control effort, the velocity tracking error v?−v, and the distance
tracking error d? − d. If the CAV has free road ahead, the refer-
ence velocity v? and distance d? are defined by the eco-driving
block described in Section 5.2; otherwise, v? is dictated by the
preceding vehicle, v? = v?p .
The input constraint set U defines the actuator limits. We
constrain speed and acceleration to a convex set X1, and en-
force collision avoidance in the prediction horizon by a constant
minimum distance, X2 =
{
d : d ≥ d
}
. Distance d is measured
only at time t, and evolves in the prediction horizon accord-
ing to the system dynamics and to the velocity of the preceding
vehicle v?p . In adaptive cruise control, only v
?
p, t is known and
the prediction along the horizon must be based on some model
[163, 139, 123, 61]. In cooperative adaptive cruise control,
also v˙?p, t is known; potentially, the preceding vehicle can share
a forecast of its future acceleration,
[
v˙?p, 0|t, v˙
?
p, 1|t, . . . , v˙
?
p,N f−1|t
]
,
where N f is the forecast horizon. In an emergency braking sce-
nario, the CAV must come to a complete stop to avoid colli-
sion with a static obstacle (like a stopped vehicle) with forecast
v?k|t = 0, ∀k = 0, 1, . . . ,N−1. This approach can also be used to
enforce safe crossing of intersections: stop signs and red lights
can simply be treated as static obstacles. In sum, the state con-
straint set is given by X = X1 ∩ X2, and is dynamically shaped
by the current measurements and forecasts.
In [126], we used the formulation (5) and used a forecast
with N f >> N to compute a terminal set XN with the following
property: if xN |t ∈ XN , then the ego-vehicle can avoid colli-
sions with the preceding vehicle (xk|t ∈ X) without applying
any braking force (Fb, k−1|t = 0) throughout the forecast hori-
zon (k ∈ [N + 1,N f ]). Figure 5 shows an experimental result
obtained with this approach. The preceding vehicle follows
a sinusoidal velocity profile; the ego vehicle maintains a safe
distance without applying any hard braking. It can be noted
that the relative distance does not reach the allowed minimum
value, but rather oscillates around the desired distance d? to
avoid power dissipation through braking. We refer to [126] for
further analysis and details about the implementation.
4.3. Real-Time Motion Planning
The real-time motion planning block generates a reference
trajectory for the longitudinal and lateral motion of the CAV. It
follows higher level specifications, namely the waypoints de-
fined by the eco-routing block (as described in Section 5.4) and
the recommended speed by the eco-driving block (described
later in Section 5.2) or the commands from the multi-vehicle
coordination block (which can include speed recommendation
and distance from other vehicles, described later in Section 5.3).
While these high-level references are computed as a function
of the overall trip, the real-time motion planning block has in-
formation on the actual state of the surrounding environment,
based on the perception sensors and on communication. It is
responsible for finding a trajectory that respects driving rules
and is feasible for the lower level controllers, comfortable for
the passengers, and in line with the high level directions.
Literature review
The literature on motion planning is vast and covers a wide
spectrum of applications and computational techniques. Com-
prehensive reviews can be found in [164, 59]; here we only give
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Figure 5: Catch-up of a vehicle traveling with sinusoidal velocity profile: inter-
vehicle distance and velocity. Zoomed portions shows the behavior during one
period of the sinusoidal profile.
a brief overview of the problems and the related computational
techniques. The decision making process includes both deci-
sions on the vehicle behavior (stay in the current lane or change,
come to a stop at an intersection, yield to pedestrians, etc.) and
on how to translate that behavior into a CAV trajectory.
Decision making for vehicle behavior can be implemented
by heuristic rules, although on public roads the intentions of
other agents (aside from other CAVs) are uncertain. As a con-
sequence, estimation, prediction, and learning techniques play
a major role in this field [59].
The high level specifications from the remote planning and
the behavioral decision must then be translated into a path
or trajectory for the CAV, taking into account the most re-
cent state and prediction of the surrounding objects. In the
literature, path planning generally indicates the problem of
planning future motion in the configuration space of the vehi-
cle, while trajectory planning indicates the search of a time-
parametrized solution [59, 164]. Both problems are often for-
mulated as an optimization problem, i.e. in terms of the mini-
mization of some cost functional subject to constraints. Holo-
nomic constraints include collision avoidance constraints and
terminal constraints, that define safe regions or driving corri-
dors from the current to the target configuration, in the exis-
tence of static obstacles, road boundaries, traffic rules. In path
planning, differential constraints are included to enforce some
level of smoothness in the solution, for instance on the path
curvature. In trajectory planning, dynamic constraints can be
included, and collision avoidance can in principle be enforced
also for dynamic (not only static) obstacles.
Optimal path and trajectory planning are both PSPACE-hard
in their general formulations [59]. As such, past and current
research have focused on computationally tractable approxima-
tions, or on methods that apply to specific scenarios. Compu-
tational methods for path planning include variational methods,
graph search methods, and incremental search methods. Tra-
jectory planning can be solved using variational methods in the
time domain, or converting it to a path planning problem with a
time dimension [59].
In CAVs, communication can greatly improve the awareness
of other agents and, in general, of the surrounding environment.
In fact, CAVs can share not only their own states and predicted
motion, but also the obstacles that they detect; a distributed per-
ception system can include multiple CAVs, road-side units, and
potentially cyclists and pedestrians, and can significantly out-
perform an advanced perception system that only uses on-board
sensors. This potential is shortly discussed in [164]. Some ex-
amples of motion planning applications using forecasts from
communication can be found in [165, 162, 161]. A strictly re-
lated branch of literature is on the coordination of CAVs, for
instance for the case of an autonomous intersection. We will
discuss further these applications in Section 5.3.
Challenges and opportunities for CAVs
As anticipated, the variety of subproblems and of compu-
tational techniques is large. In general, a motion planning ap-
proach needs to be determined based on the specific application,
including the type of vehicle and the environmental constraints
that it is likely to encounter. There exists a trade off between
the complexity of the motion planning block and that of the
longitudinal and lateral control blocks. If the motion planning
block accounts for an accurate dynamic model of the CAV, then
the motion controls may be simplified.The other approach, i.e.
using simplified motion planning and sophisticated motion con-
trols, is also possible. At present, a systematic framework for
system designers to allocate complexity to the different func-
tional blocks has not emerged.
Strictly related to this is the interaction with the perception
system. The current map and prediction of the surrounding en-
vironment has a crucial effect on decision making and motion
planning; in some approaches, models of other agents are inte-
grated in the decision making process. Opportunities for CAVs
lie in their extended sensing capability: there is a variety of
scenarios in which V2V and V2I communication give a crucial
advantage over the most advanced perception systems. Such
scenarios include obstacles outside the line of sight, and driving
at small distance from the preceding vehicle. Motion planning
techniques for CAVs driving on public roads that exploit this
advantage still need to be completely exploited.
With CAVs, we are not only interested in the safe motion of a
single agent, but potentially to the safe and coordinated motion
of multiple agents; an example that has been touched previously
is that of platooning. In multi-agent scenarios, motion planning
needs to address new problems (like platoon merging and dis-
mantling), and to solve existing problems (like lane changing,
and collision avoidance) in a way that is feasible for the whole
formation.
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Example: collision avoidance
We now show an optimization formulation for collision
avoidance that has been recently proposed in [166]. For sim-
plicity, we focus on the case of a single CAV moving in a 2-
dimensional space while avoiding multiple obstacles. We for-
mulate an optimal trajectory planning problem, which can di-
rectly consider account for the system dynamics and actuator
limits. We formulate the problem as follows.
minimize
u0,...,uN−1
N−1∑
k=0
g(xk, uk)
subject to xk+1 = f (xk, uk),
uk ∈ U, xk ∈ X,
E(xk) ∩Om = ∅,
 k = 0, . . . ,N − 1,m = 1, . . . ,M,
x0 = xt, xN ∈ XN .
We set the state vector as x = [X,Y, ψ, v]T and the input vector
as u = [a, δ]T , where X and Y are the coordinates of the vehicle
center of mass in an inertial frame, ψ is the inertial heading, v
is the longitudinal velocity, a is the longitudinal acceleration, δ
is the steering angle. The system dynamics f are given by the
kinematic bicycle model [167, 159]
X˙(t) = v(t) cos (ψ(t) + β(t)) ,
Y˙(t) = v(t) sin (ψ(t) + β(t)) ,
ψ˙(t) =
v(t)
lr
sin (β(t)) ,
v˙(t) = a,
β(t) = tan−1
(
lr
lr + l f
tan(δ(t))
)
,
after forward Euler discretization. The convex sets U and X
model the actuator and speed limits. The cost function l is taken
as a weighted sum of the time and input effort.
The main challenge is represented by the collision avoidance
constraints E(xk) ∩ Om = ∅, where E(xk) denotes the space
occupied by the CAV and Om are the obstacles to avoid; in gen-
eral, these constraints are non-convex and non-differentiable.
In [166], such constraints have been reformulated into smooth
nonlinear constraints. The reformulation is non-conservative
and can be applied to problems where the CAV and the obsta-
cles can be represented as a finite union of convex sets. We
refer the reader to [166] for results on an autonomous parking;
the problem formulation is analogous to the one presented here,
except minor differences in the system dynamics (accounting
for the fact that parking maneuvers happen at low speed).
5. Remote planning and routing
In Figure 2, the remote planning and routing blocks perform
long-term computations to exploit route and traffic data, and
maximize the CAV overall trip performance. Metrics include
vehicle energy consumption, trip time, driver convenience, and
road throughput. Coordination with the on-board functional
blocks is fundamental to obtain the desired performance im-
provement.
In this section, we review the existing literature for each of
the three functional blocks in the on-board layer of Figure 2:
battery charge planning, eco-driving, eco-routing. The sepa-
ration in blocks helps organizing our review, but practical ap-
proaches often trespass these boundaries. For the sake of clar-
ity, we discuss eco-driving approaches for isolated vehicles and
for groups of vehicles in two separate paragraphs. Our goal is
to survey the existing literature, determine the potential of real-
time access to data and remote computations, and to present
some selected approaches.
Many of the algorithms discussed in this section here can
be implemented in the cloud. In some cases, the algorithms
may be implemented on a CAV (the ego or another one) or in a
road-side coordinator; we will highlight these cases in the dis-
cussion. While reference generation and routing may be per-
formed only once (at departure), in most cases re-computation
along the trip is advised or required; re-computation may be
periodic or event-based periodic, depending on the application.
5.1. Battery charge planning
Literature review
Despite the advances in battery technology, driving range
and charging time are still pressing problems in any electrified
powertrain. Route data and traffic and weather forecasts can
dramatically improve the accuracy of the electric driving range
estimate. More specifically:
• In electric vehicles, battery depletion can be more accu-
rately predicted, and potentially counteracted by limiting
the auxiliaries power, the traction power to the driver [168]
or planning stops at charging stations.
• In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs), the charge should re-
main bounded throughout the trip, and equal a target value
at the end. Most real-time energy management approaches
(including those described in Section 4.1) postulate a ref-
erence charge signal, which is usually chosen constant.
This simple choice is also logical in the absence of infor-
mation, but it may make it difficult to satisfy the charge
constraints, for instance if the trip includes large altitude
variations [91].
• In plug-in HEVs, the final charge should be greater or
equal to a minimum level (chosen to ensure that the bat-
tery does not incur deep discharge). A simple strategy
that is widely used in practice is the so-called Charge-
Depleting/Charge-Sustaining (CDCS) strategy [169, 170].
The battery is (on average) discharged during the charge
depleting phase; in the extreme case, the plug-in HEV is
operated as an electric vehicle and the discharge rate is
maximum. During the charge sustaining phase, the charge
is kept (on average) constant and the plug-in HEV is op-
erated as an HEV. The strategy is conceptually simple but
usually suboptimal.
In [91], the reference charge trajectory for an HEV is com-
puted using the elevation profile and the speed limits (or aver-
age traffic speed). The main goal is to keep the battery charge
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within the prescribed limits throughout the trip, and to maxi-
mize the energy recuperation during deceleration and downhill
segments. The two goals are intertwined, especially in HEVs
with small batteries: the battery charge needs to be dynamically
controlled to full exploit recuperation. [171] uses a similar ap-
proach for a plug-in hybrid electric bicycle.
In [172, 173], two approaches to compute the reference state
of charge of a plug-in HEV. Both approaches use logged data
of velocity and altitude on a given route (that is assumed to
be a commuting route). The first approach computes a refer-
ence state of charge trajectory by solving a convex program;
the second approach determines an optimal cost-to-go function
by dynamic programming. The two approaches yield very sim-
ilar performance and clearly outperform the CDCS approach.
A similar problem is considered in [114, 115], for a modular
plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, in which an engine and a gen-
erator are mounted on a trailer that can be detached from the
main electric vehicle. In the analyzed scenarios, the trailer can
be rented at fixed locations along the route, with different fuel
and pricing options. The optimal solution includes both the op-
timal trailer rental policy and the optimal battery discharging
policy. Battery charge trajectory planning for plug-in HEVs is
also studied in [101] based on real-time traffic data. A compu-
tationally efficient, yet meaningful model of the plug-in HEV is
specifically developed for this purpose. The planner generates
a battery charge trajectory that is used in real-time as a terminal
state constraint. [174] also pursues the battery charge trajec-
tory planning for a plug-in HEV; unlike the works above, that
exploit various levels of route information, this work only as-
sumes that a sampled probability distribution of the trip length
(extracted from past trip data) is known a priori.
Challenges and opportunities for CAVs
The problem of battery charge planning strongly relies on
prior information on the future driving schedule. An integrated
CAV control architecture enables the access to extended and ac-
curate forecasts. While most existing approaches exploit static
route information (like road grade and speed limits), in an in-
tegrated CAV architecture one can accurately predict the future
power demand from the eco-driving block (discussed in Sec-
tions 5.2 and 5.3), and accordingly optimize charge depletion.
The same framework could include forecast uncertainty, or op-
timize jointly the battery charge and the vehicle velocity trajec-
tories.
Other opportunities for electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles
lie in the interaction with the electric grid. Planning of stops at
charging stations can be included in the planning problem, in-
cluding charging and waiting times, dynamic pricing, and non-
trivial models of charging. Other related topics are grid balanc-
ing and the interactions with smart grids [47, 48, 49].
Example: battery charge planning for a connected plug-in hy-
brid electric vehicle
We formulate the battery charge planning problem in the time
domain, as a finite-horizon optimal control problem of the fol-
lowing form.
minimize
u0,u1,...,uN−1
N−1∑
k=0
g(xk, uk,wk)
subject to xk+1 = f (xk, uk,wk),
0 = h(xk, uk,wk),
uk ∈ U(wk), xk ∈ X,
 k = 0, . . . ,N − 1,
x0 = xt, xN ∈ XN .
(6)
We set the state vector to x = Eq, the input vector to
u = [Tm,Te]T , and the forecast vector to w = [v, Pa]T where
Eq is the battery internal energy, Tm is the motor torque, Te is
the engine torque, v is the vehicle longitudinal speed, Pa is the
power consumption of electric auxiliaries. The forecast of v
can simply be the reference speed generated by the eco-driving
block (see Section 5.2 and Section 5.3). The forecast of Pa
may be produced using weather forecasts and a model of the
on-board air conditioning, assuming the latter is the main cause
of power consumption.
We model the powertrain dynamics as in (3) but, for sim-
plicity, we do not optimize the gear shifting and engine on/off;
similarly, the algebraic constraint h is defined as in (4), assum-
ing Tt is a known nonlinear function of v and Pm is a known
nonlinear function of v and Tm. We wish to minimize the total
powertrain energy g(x, u) = γ f P f (v,Te) + γqPq(v,Tm), where
Pq = f (x, u) − Eq and P f is a nonlinear mapping from the en-
gine speed and torque to the fuel thermal power; the mapping
from v to the engine speed is implicitly embedded.
The input constraint set U(v) defines the speed-dependent
actuator limits. The battery state of charge is confined to a
safe operating region X. Its terminal value must exceed a pre-
defined value,XN = X∩
{
Eq : E?q ≤ Eq
}
; E?q affects the required
charging time after the trip, and therefore the waiting time until
the vehicle is available for another trip.
A technique to solve problem (6) was presented in [115]. We
applied that technique to compute the optimal trajectory of the
battery charge for a typical commute in the Bay Area; the driv-
ing data were measured on our plug-in hybrid electric test ve-
hicle. Figure 6 compares the optimal charge trajectory with the
measured one. While the measured trajectory exhibits the typ-
ical charge-depleting/charge-sustaining pattern, it can be seen
that the optimal strategy is to blend motor and engine usage.
We refer to [115] for further analysis and implementation de-
tails.
5.2. Eco-driving for isolated CAVs
Eco-driving often refers to the computation of a minimum-
energy vehicle trajectory from an origin to a destination. Eco-
driving exploits route information and long-term forecasts (like
road grade and traffic congestion) and accounts for constraints
like trip time and maximum velocity; vehicle stops and intersec-
tions are also considered on urban and arterial roads. Here we
focus on scenarios in which no cooperating vehicles are avail-
able.
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Figure 6: Battery charge trajectories for a typical Bay Area commute: compar-
ison between recorded data and optimal trajectory.
Literature review
While minimum fuel problems are classical in optimal con-
trol [117, 175], the problem described above has some speci-
ficity that we will clarify next, and is often denoted as (optimal)
eco-driving problem. Below we summarize the eco-driving lit-
erature for generic cruising scenarios and for the case of corri-
dors of signalized intersections.
Reference cruising velocity generation. When the CAV is to
travel along a specified route, a reference velocity trajectory for
the on-board longitudinal control can be generated using route
information (like road topology, grade, curvature, and speed
limits) and dynamic data (like traffic speed and weather fore-
casts).
In [176], the authors optimize the reference velocity for a
given route, considering road geometry, grade, traffic informa-
tion, and an accurate vehicle and powertrain model. Experi-
ments show a fuel economy improvement between 5 and 15 %,
when the problem is solved by dynamic programming in the
cloud, and the reference velocity is tracked by a human driver.
A similar problem, with a formulation in the time domain, is
considered in [58]; by introducing some model simplifications,
the optimal control policy is derived analytically. Numerical
solutions are also discussed for more general modeling assump-
tions; the optimization methods include dynamic programming
and parametric optimization inspired by the analytical solution.
Signalized intersections corridors. Heuristic algorithms have
been proposed to minimize braking and stopping at red lights
in [177, 118, 178, 179]. Several optimization-based algorithms
have also been proposed. The optimization goal may be to min-
imize travel time, reduce acceleration peaks, idling at red lights,
or directly minimize energy consumption. Dynamic program-
ming is used in [180, 181, 182], while Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithms is used in [183, 184], MPC in [185, 186, 187, 188]
and a genetic algorithm in [189]; in [190], the authors derive an
analytical solution for minimum energy driving through a cor-
ridor of 3 intersections. [191] is, to the best of our knowledge,
the only work reporting experimental results, in the case of a
speed advisory implementation.
In practice, the problem being solved is affected by uncer-
tainty, due to traffic, vehicle queues and pedestrians; further-
more, in many cases intersections are adaptive to the traffic
level, i.e. the phases duration is not fixed. Few of the cited
works explicitly consider these sources of uncertainty. A plan-
ning method using a probabilistic signal timing forecast has
been proposed in [180]. In [192, 191, 193] the sensitivity of per-
formance to a variety of factors linked to uncertainty (like con-
gestion, penetration, communication range) is discussed. The
recent work [194] addresses the signal timing uncertainty in
eco-driving systematically, by formulating and solving a robust
optimization problem; their formulation makes use of proba-
bilistic or historical data of the signal timing.
Challenges and opportunities for CAVs
As highlighted in [58], thus far the eco-driving concept has
been experimentally demonstrated as an extension of cruise
control systems.
In optimal control formulations, traffic speed is easily in-
cluded as an upper bound on the vehicle speed; however, its un-
certainty is generally neglected, with effects that have not been
investigated thus far. Stop signs can also be included as state
constraints in optimal control formulations; since they enforce
a full vehicle stop, this approach essentially generates a multi-
phase problem, which is acceptable if the travel time constraint
is not tight. In the opposite case, in principle and if data are
available, the intersection delay may be considered, as happens
for signalized intersections.
When signalized intersection are included in the formulation,
the open issues are multiple. A rigorous stochastic optimization
formulation for intersections with actuated signals has only re-
cently been proposed [194]. If the assumption of free flow on
the road link is removed, forecasts of the traffic state (vehicle
occupancy and speed) are required. In electric and hybrid pow-
ertrains, avoiding vehicle stops may not always be the best pol-
icy: the combination of regenerative braking and engine on/off
may affect significantly the optimal strategy.
Example: eco-driving using signal timing data
We present a formulation of the optimal eco-driving prob-
lem in the presence of signalized intersections, that was recently
proposed in [194]. The problem is cast in the longitudinal posi-
tion domain, as a finite-horizon optimal control problem of the
following form.
minimize
u0,u1,...,uN−1
N−1∑
k=0
g(xk, uk)
subject to xk+1 = f (xk, uk),
uk ∈ U, xk ∈ X,
 k = 0, 1, . . . ,N − 1,
x0 = xs, xN ∈ XN .
We set the state vector as x = [t, v]T and the input vector as
u = [Fw, Fb]T , where t is the travel time, v is the vehicle speed,
Fw is the wheel force, Fb is the braking torque. We model the
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longitudinal dynamics as in [39], project the time domain dy-
namics into the position domain by the transformation
dv
dt
= v
dv
ds
,
and apply Euler discretization with step S s, obtaining
f (x, u) =
 t + S svv + S sMv (Fw − Fb − F f )
 ,
where M is the vehicle mass and
F f = Mg sinϑ − Mg(Cr + Cvv) − 12ρACxv
2,
g is the gravity constant, ϑ is the (position-dependent) road
slope, Cr is the rolling coefficient, Cv is the viscous friction
coefficient, ρ is the air density A is the front area, Cx is the air
drag coefficient. Assuming a fuel-powered vehicle, the stage
cost is set as the fuel rate g(x, u) = m˙ f (v, Fw)/v.
The convex input constraint set U defines the actuator lim-
its, while the state constraint set describes the surrounding en-
vironment. A convex set X1 models bounds on the speed and
the acceleration. The formulation above can accommodate Ns
signalized intersections, assuming they can be approximated
as points along the route. We assume that every traffic sig-
nal has an independent cycle time ci ∈
[
0, ci
]
, i = 1, . . . ,Ns,
where ci = 0 denotes the beginning of the red light phase and
ci ∈ R+ is the cycle period. We denote the red light phase
duration by cir ∈
(
0, ci
)
, and by tip the time at which the CAV
passes through intersection i. In the domain of the intersection
cycle time ci, the passing time is computed as cip =
(
ci0 + t
i
p
)
mod ci, where ci0 is the cycle time at s = 0. We enforce
that intersections are not crossed during red light phases by
X2 =
{
t : cip(t) ≥ cir, ∀i = 1, . . . ,Ns
}
. In sum, the state con-
straint set is given by X = X1 ∩ X2.
Thus far, exact forecasts of the red light phase durations cir
were assumed available throughout the route. In practice, many
intersections adapt their phase durations based on the time of
the day and on the traffic level, making perfect forecasts unreal-
istic. In this case, [194] proposed to replace X2 with the chance
constraint
X3 =
{
t : Pr
[
cip(t) ≥ cir + αi
]
≥ 1 − ηi, ∀i = 1, . . . ,Ns
}
,
where Pr [A] is the probability of event A, αi ∈
[
0, ci − cir
]
mod-
els the adaptation of the red light phase, and ηi ∈ [0, 1] is the
level of constraint enforcement.
Figure 7 shows the solutions to the deterministic problem
(i.e. enforcing X = X1 ∩ X2) and to some instances of the
robust problem (i.e. enforcing X = X1 ∩X3 for different values
of ηi). It can be noted that the deterministic solution crosses
the third intersection very close to a phase switching (red to
green); conversely, the robust solutions show different levels of
conservatism, which can by adjusted by tuning ηi. We refer
to [194] for an extensive analysis, implementation details, and
approaches to define X3 based on historical signal timing data.
Figure 7: Eco-driving through signalized intersections.
5.3. Eco-driving and coordination for groups of CAVs
In multi-vehicle CAV applications, the characterizing feature
is vehicle cooperation: the approaches presented here assume
communication with other vehicles via V2V communication,
with a road-side coordinator via V2I communication, with a
remote, cloud-based coordinator via cellular communication,
or a combination thereof. The optimization problems involve
groups of vehicles of variable size; in this sense, these applica-
tions are at the border of traffic control, that - roughly speaking
- tackles similar problems at the road network level, rather than
the vehicle level. For a survey of traffic control and its links to
vehicle connectivity we refer to [195, 196].
Literature review
The literature on multi-vehicle trajectory planning is ex-
tremely vast. Multi-vehicle coordination and planning have
been thoroughly studied for autonomous robots, unmanned
aerial vehicles, marine vehicles. Here we survey some multi-
vehicle coordination problems that arise in CAVs, i.e. coordina-
tion on autonomous roadways (that includes speed harmoniza-
tion and coordination at merging roadways and autonomous in-
tersections) and platoon coordination. A pictorial classification
of these applications is given in Figure 8.
Coordination on autonomous roadways. A problem of multi-
vehicle coordination that arises in automated highways is speed
harmonization. Speed harmonization consists in controlling the
speed of vehicles before they reach a speed reduction zone (Fig-
ure 8). Speed reduction zones are congested because of road
works, tollbooths, or accidents. In today’s highways, speed har-
monization is implemented using variable speed limits or patrol
vehicles [197].
In a fully automated setting, it is possible to control the speed
trajectories of the individual CAVs [198]. If CAVs are not al-
lowed to change lanes, the only safety requirement is to avoid
rear end collisions. If they are also assumed to perfectly track
their optimal trajectories, the problem can be solved in a fully
decentralized manner, every time that a new CAV enters the
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(a) Speed harmonization. (b) Merging roadways coordination. (c) Autonomous intersection. (d) Platoon coordination.
Figure 8: Coordination problems for groups of Connected and Automated Vehicles (CAVs). CAVs are represented in white (Created on https://icograms.com).
control zone. An analytical solution to the speed harmoniza-
tion problem is given in [198, 199]. Using a microscopic traffic
simulator, the optimal control of CAVs is compared to human-
driven vehicles and to speed harmonization via variable speed
limits and patrol vehicles.
The problem of smoothly merging or intersecting two
streams of vehicles, without provoking stop-and-go driving, is
reminiscent of the speed harmonization problem. The main dif-
ference is that safety guarantees require to avoid not only rear-
end collisions, but also lateral collisions (at the point where the
two streams merge or cross). Two prototypical instances of this
problem are merging roadways and autonomous intersections
(Figure 8). In these two scenarios, the traffic flow is currently
regulated by ramp meters and traffic lights; both problems have
been extensively studied by the traffic control community.
Recent research has revisited these two problems under the
assumption that all the vehicles on the road are CAVs. These
problems have raised great interest in the control community,
which has produced a vast literature on the topic. Due to space
limitations, we refer the interested reader to the recent survey
[200], that has summarized these efforts. Even limiting the
scope to optimization-based approaches, the possible problem
formulations are multiple; formulations differ for the optimiza-
tion objective (including travel time, road throughput, fuel con-
sumption, or combinations thereof) and for the way safety con-
straints are enforced. A simplified problem can be formulated
assuming that [201] (i) vehicles entering the control zone are
served on a FIFO basis, (ii) only one vehicle at a time is allowed
in the merging zone, (iii) no turns are allowed in the merging
zone, and (iv) vehicles cross the merging zone at constant veloc-
ity. The main difference with the speed harmonization problem
is that multiple vehicles are considered jointly, and that only
one vehicle at a time is allowed in the merging zone to avoid
lateral collisions. The exit times from the merging zone are,
in principle, free optimization variables. Because a FIFO pol-
icy is adopted in the control zone, the exit time of each vehicle
is then upper bounded by that of the preceding vehicle, given
the collision avoidance constraints. Using this argument, the
problem can be divided into decentralized problems, similar to
the speed harmonization problem, although with some risk of
conservatism.
Platoon coordination. While the algorithms in the previous
paragraph generally assume that all the agents on the road are
CAVs, in this paragraph this is only assumed for the agents in
the platoon. As discussed in Section 4.2, longitudinal control of
platoons is mostly regarded as a distributed control problem, but
some basic level of centralized coordination is still required; in
particular, the formation geometry (inter-vehicular spacing pol-
icy, cruising speed, vehicle ordering) and the information flow
network (communication topology and quality, communication
protocol) affect platoon safety and performance. These aspects
have not been standardized to date, and due to the heterogeneity
of vehicles, sensors, actuators, and communication technolo-
gies available on the market, they could reasonably be coor-
dinated remotely on a case-by-case basis. For instance, some
communication topologies listed in Figure 4 may not be feasi-
ble, depending on the number and the specific instrumentation
of the vehicles involved in the platoon. Another example is the
choice of the inter-vehicle spacing policy, which depends on a
number of factors, including the dynamics and non-idealities of
sensors, actuators, and wireless communication [202, 203].
For a formed platoon, motion is mostly longitudinal within
a lane, although lateral motion is needed for lane changes
and collision avoidance. Platoon formation and dismantling
is a closely related problem which also requires coordination.
Highway platoon formation and management is discussed in
[204], where the conjecture is that highway platoons should re-
main intact for as long as possible. The paper develops and
analyzes strategies to sort vehicles and form platoons at the
highway entrances, in order to maximize the distance that the
vehicles can travel together, so that the platoon does not need
reorganization. A CAV that joins or leaves a platoon needs au-
thority on both longitudinal and lateral motion, while the ve-
hicles in the platoon may only move longitudinally to open or
close a gap. Merging of (or splitting into) two platoons is not
fundamentally different; instead of just one gap, there may be
multiple gaps to open or close. Merging is a critical maneu-
ver because the trail vehicle or platoon must temporarily move
faster than the lead platoon, and with a smaller distance gap: a
sudden deceleration of the lead platoon may result in a colli-
sion at high speed. Thus, their relative velocities must be kept
bounded to avoid dangerous collisions. An approach for pla-
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toon merging, splitting, and lane changing is presented in [205].
The authors determine a maximum safe velocity for the trail
platoon, as a function of spacing and lead-platoon velocity; the
proposed merge, split and lane changing maneuvers keep the
velocity of the trail platoon below that limit. [206] is focused
on a merging protocol, with particular focus on the communi-
cations exchanged between vehicles, for a similar scenario.
A problem at a slightly higher level is the clustering of ve-
hicles into platoons, based on their routes and departure and
arrival times. [127] presents a hierarchical control architec-
ture for freight transportation, including platoon merging, split-
ting or reordering. Speed trajectories to merge into a grow-
ing platoon are computed in [207] using an optimal control ap-
proach. The algorithm receives the origins, destinations, and
times of departure and arrival of the lead platoon and of the
vehicles joining along the road; using a hybrid systems exten-
sion of Pontryagin’s minimum principle, it computes the opti-
mal merging times and the corresponding velocity trajectories.
Another opportunity lies in the coordination of vehicle fleets:
when origins, destinations and time constraints are known in
advance, a centralized planner can be set up, aggregating vehi-
cles in platoons and thereby maximizing the overall fuel econ-
omy [208, 209]. In [210], a multi-agent system approach is pro-
posed for the management of an autonomous intersection,where
CAVs may form platoons. Simulations show improvements
compared to traditional intersection control; when compared
to a non-platoon based autonomous intersection, the commu-
nication load is shown to decrease substantially, and the sys-
tem appears more robust against traffic volume variations. In
[185, 186] the authors propose a MPC framework for groups of
CAVs driving through an urban corridor, including signalized
intersections. A decentralized approach is taken, as every CAV
only receives information from neighboring vehicles and traffic
signals.
Challenges and opportunities for CAVs
In the presented multi-vehicle coordination problems, a uni-
fying aspect is that, once the vehicles are engaged, the maneu-
vers often become safety critical and rely heavily on the on-
board algorithms. For example, for a CAV approaching a pla-
toon, the remote coordinator may only send high-level indica-
tions (where in the platoon to open a gap, the dimension of the
gap, etc.). For deployment on public roads, planning will re-
quire updating in real-time to react to the surrounding traffic.
For all these reasons, the real-time coordination between the
remote planner and the on-board controls is critical. An oppor-
tunity in this sense is the implementation of these algorithms,
to the extent possible, in a distributed manner.
The research on autonomous roadways has demonstrated
high potential in many scenarios. However, further research is
needed to deploy these solutions on public roads, having CAVs
interact with other vehicles. Open questions include both the
reformulation of the coordination problems, and the effect on
performance of partial penetration of CAVs.
In platoon coordination, a framework that unifies differ-
ent communication topologies is lacking. Further research is
required to balance safety and robustness requirements (like
string stability) with broader impacts (like energy consumption
and road throughput).
Example: MPC for platoon coordination
We consider the following platoon coordination problem:
given the origins and destinations of a group of V agents travel-
ing on the same route, compute the optimal longitudinal trajec-
tories, allowing changes of vehicle order. Aside from collision
avoidance, the formation geometry is free: one, more, or no
platoon can be formed, as long as the origin and destination
constraints are satisfied. We formulate the problem in the time
domain, as a finite-horizon optimal control problem of the fol-
lowing form.
minimize
ui0,u
i
1,...,u
i
Ni−1
V∑
i=1
N i−1∑
k=0
gi(xk, uk)
subject to
xik+1 = f
i(xik, u
i
k),
0 = hi(xik, u
i
k),
uik ∈ Ui, xik ∈ Xi,
 k = 0, . . . ,N
i − 1,
i = 1, . . . ,V,
xi0 = x
i
t, x
i
N i ∈ XiN i , i = 1, . . . ,V.
(7)
The index i is a unique vehicle identifier. For each vehicle i,
we set the state vector as xi = [si, vi, pi]T and the input vector
as ui = [F iw, F
i
b, u
i
p]
T , where di is the longitudinal position, vi
is the longitudinal speed, pi ∈ {1, . . . ,V} is the position in the
platoon (from first to last), F iw is the wheel force, F
i
b is the brak-
ing torque, uip ∈ {−1, 0,+1} is a discrete variable that initiates
a change of position with the preceding or following vehicle.
We model the longitudinal dynamics as in [39] and apply Euler
discretization with step Ts, obtaining
f (x, u) =

si + Tsvi
vi + TsM
(
F iw − F ib − F if
)
pi + uip
 ,
where M is the vehicle mass and
F if = Mg sinϑ − Mg(Cr + Cvvi) −
1
2
ρACx(di)(vi)2,
g is the gravity constant, ϑ is the (position-dependent) road
slope, Cr is the rolling coefficient, Cv is the viscous friction
coefficient, ρ is the air density A is the front area, Cx is the air
drag coefficient, that is a non-increasing function of the inter-
vehicular distance. All the parameters can differ from vehi-
cle to vehicle (we neglected the index i for simplicity). The
constraint h models the (formation-dependent) computation of
inter-vehicular distances, di = sp
i+1 − spi − Li ∈ R+. We wish to
minimize the total energy at the wheel gi(xi, ui) = F iwv
i.
The input constraint set Ui defines the actuator limits; this
includes enforcing (uip = +1) → (ui+1p = −1) and (uip = −1) →
(ui−1p = +1), as well as limiting the frequency and the total num-
ber of switchings. The state constraint set models the speed
limits and the collision avoidance between the agents.
In the formulation above, we implicitely modeled the switch-
ing of positions in the platoon as instantaneous. Even with this
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Figure 9: Velocity trajectories of 3 vehicle under the platoon management strat-
egy based on distributed MPC proposed in [211].
approximation, the problem is complex due to the mixed inte-
ger nonlinear dynamics and the dimension of the state space. A
computationally tractable approach to approximate the optimal
solution to problem (7) haw been proposed in [211], where a
receding horizon approximation is taken, smooth dynamics are
used, and the problem is solved in a distributed way. Figure 9
shows the position trajectories for a group of three vehicles with
different origins and destinations. Although the vehicles have
different origins and destinations, and the problem is solved in
a distributed receding horizon fashion, it can be noted that the
three vehicles form a platoon in the central part of the trip. We
refer to [211] for a detailed performance analysis.
5.4. Eco-routing
Classical algorithms for vehicle routing search the shortest
(minimum distance) or fastest (minimum time) route from an
origin to a destination [117]. Eco-routing pursues the route on
which the vehicle incurs minimum energy consumption.
Literature review
Given a deterministic and time invariant model of energy
consumption, the energy-optimal routing is simply a shortest
path problem. Different model structures have been used, in-
cluding the Comprehensive Modal Emissions Model [212, 213,
214], data-driven models [215], and physical models based on
the vehicle longitudinal dynamics [216, 217]. Other works have
introduced time-varying and uncertain models [215, 218, 219].
An objective comparison of the routing methods proposed in
[212, 214, 215, 216] is presented in [220]; the methods differ in
how they compute the edge costs, either directly from data (like
GPS traces) or using vehicle models (like the standard longi-
tudinal model). The different eco-routes are compared to the
shortest and fastest routes, for a large set of origins and des-
tinations, using SUMO [221] to generate realistic traffic pat-
terns. The energy consumption model is found to be critical for
performance: in some cases, the eco-routes lead higher energy
consumption than the fastest route.
Another limitation of eco-routes is that they may turn out rel-
atively time consuming or lengthy [220]. To address this issue,
one may resort to multi-objective and constrained shortest path
algorithms [117]. In the first case, the algorithm returns a Pareto
optimal route, that balances fuel consumption, travel time and
distance. In the second case, the minimization of fuel consump-
tion is subject to constraints on the maximum travel time and/or
on the maximum travel distance.
Some eco-routing methods are specifically tailored for elec-
trified powertrains: given the limited amount of energy that can
be stored in a battery, the eco-routing problem is even more
compelling. To give a guarantee on the driving range, the algo-
rithms must keep track of the energy stored in the battery, which
adds complexity to the problem. The possibility to perform re-
generative braking leads to negative energy cost in some road
segments, which requires to modify the standard routing algo-
rithms. Recent works [216, 222] have addressed this problem
also for hybrid powertrains, which present an additional chal-
lenge: their energy consumption generally includes both fuel
and grid electricity, and their usage along the route is defined in
real-time by the energy management system (see Section 4.1).
In [222], a simplified energy management strategy is assumed.
Finally, electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles can recharge their
battery, hence stops at charging stations may be included. The
same can be said for fuel stations, but the range issue is not as
pressing and refuelling is much faster than battery charging.
The problem of minimum time routing with limited en-
ergy and including stops at charging stations is studied in
[223, 224, 225]. The problem is solved using mixed integer
non-linear programming in [223, 224] and dynamic program-
ming in [225]. A multi-vehicle extension is also studied in
[225], including traffic congestion effects; to mitigate the com-
putational complexity in this scenario, an alternative flow opti-
mization formulation is proposed.
In [226], the eco-routing problem is studied for a signalized
traffic network. This brings additional complexity into the prob-
lem, because the estimation of velocity trajectories over links
(usually approached using historical data) becomes even more
challenging and uncertain. The traffic network is modeled as a
Markov decision process, and the edge costs are estimated with
a microscopic vehicle emission model (as in [212, 214]).
Challenges and opportunities for CAVs
Several aspects of eco-routing deserve further investigation.
As we discussed, common pitfalls are model accuracy and
uncertainty. The application of eco-routing to CAVs seems
promising in this regard: the on-board controls, removing to
some extent the human driver from the loop, lead to more con-
sistent energy consumption. Another direction that has been
little investigated is the use of systematic methods to handle
uncertainty in models and forecasts. Finally, the effect of eco-
routing (and routing algorithms in general) at the network level
(rather than at the vehicle level only) is not well understood
yet. A big challenge in this sense is that large scale deployment
of these technologies is generally prohibitive for academic re-
searchers.
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Example: eco-routing for a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
Routing algorithms generally search a path in a graph G =
(N ,E), where the nodes in the set N = {nk : k = 1 . . .N} rep-
resent intersections and other important road locations, and the
edges in the set E = {ek : k = 1 . . . E} represent the road seg-
ments connecting the nodes. A route or path is a sequence of
contiguous nodes p = {nO, . . . , nD}, with nO and nD the origin
and destination nodes, respectively. A simple path is a path
where every node is visited at most once. P is the set of all
simple paths in the map G and P = |p| is cardinality of path p.
We formulate the eco-routing (or minimum energy routing)
problem as follows.
minimize
n1,n2,...,nP,P
P∑
k=1
c(nk, nk+1, xk)
subject to
xk+1 = xk + Eq(nk, nk+1, xk),
xk ∈ X,
 k = 1, . . . , P,
{n1, n2, . . . , nP} ∈ P,
n1 = nO, nP = nD,
x0 = x0, xP ∈ X?.
(8)
The minimum energy path (eco-route) pe is computed based on
the edge costs c(nk, nk+1, xk) : N × N × R+ → R+; we take it
as a weighted sum of the fuel energy E f and battery energy Eq
consumed along the edge e(nk, nk+1)
c(nk, nk+1, xk) = γ f E f (nk, nk+1, xk) + γqEq(nk, nk+1, xk).
Here E f and Eq are function of the current and next node, nk
and nk+1, and of the current battery energy xk. In reality E f and
Eq are complex functions of the vehicle speed, the road grade
and curvature, the vehicle and powertrain dynamics, and the
on-board control strategies. For instance, in a plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle, the usage of fuel and battery energy is highly
dependent on the state xk; this is the first reason why x is in-
cluded in the formulation. In practice, E f and Eq are estimated
based on vehicle and powertrain models, and on the available
route data for the edge e(nk, nk+1); route data can include grade,
curvature, speed limits, traffic speed, weather.
A second reason to include x in the formulation is to con-
strain the battery charge. In the problem above, this is as simple
as enforcing a safe operating range X throughout the route, and
a target charge X? at destination. As mentioned previously, the
terminal charge affects the charging time, i.e. the down time
until the next trip. With minimal modifications, the formulation
above can accommodate stops at charging stations also along
the route.
Figure 10 shows a comparison between the minimum dis-
tance route and the minimum energy route, for an origin and a
destination in the Berkeley area. The minimum distance route
is 9.72 km long, and requires 4.23 kWh according to a simple
model of plug-in hybrid electric vehicle. The minimum energy
route is 10.03 km long, and requires 3.22 kWh according to the
same model. A computational approach to solve problem (8)
has been proposed in [222].
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Figure 10: Minimum distance and minimum energy routes for an origin and a
destination in the Berkeley area.
6. Conclusion and outlook
Driving automation and vehicle connectivity are progres-
sively becoming part of our everyday after three decades of
research efforts. The role of control and planning is crucial
to safety and performance: this paper surveyed the existing
literature on these algorithms at different hierarchical levels.
Alongside with the main components and technologies for con-
nected and automated vehicles, we identified a possible control
and planning architecture. We framed the existing approaches
within this architecture, with a twofold objective: examine the
state of the art on the various technologies, and identify their
role in the bigger picture.
This system level approach helped identify challenges and
untapped opportunities. Control and planning algorithms must
have a well defined scope; however, the interactions (and in
some cases the integration) between different functional blocks
have not been exhaustively investigated.
For most technologies, we also noticed a lack of experimen-
tal validation. While testing on public roads is still very chal-
lenging, the current state of technology offers the opportunity
to deploy advanced algorithms on real vehicles. Selecting ap-
propriate testing scenarios, that are representative of real-world
conditions, is a non-trivial open question. The current direc-
tions pursued by public authorities, private companies and aca-
demic researchers seem to support this view, and a field valida-
tion of the topics presented in this paper can be expected in the
near future.
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